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THE PROCESS OF DESIGNING PROJECT AND COMPETITION CONCEPTS AT PT PARAMETR INDONESIA

Professional work is one of the requirements for graduation for praktikan. This professional work is carried out praktikan for three months in mid-2019. PT Parametr Indonesia is a container where praktikan doing professional work, here praktikan can channel all the knowledge that has been obtained during the lecture.

During professional work, praktikan is directly involved in every process of designing project building concepts both residential and commercial. Such as determining the function of space in buildings, applying minimalist forces to buildings, and forming the design of an object. In addition, PT Parametr Indonesia often participates in competitions held. Praktikan contributed a lot in completing this contest.

All tasks that are practiced to do, are always licensed to the director and get feedback in the form of input. In completing the tasks, practice using software such as sketch up and photoshop. With this profession work, praktikan gain experience and new insights in designing a project.
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